The designs have been signed off, the engineers are gathering their tools and the investors are
getting on-board, Planet Ocean Underwater Hotel and Research Centre is ready to launch on it's
global voyage beneath the waves and the world is invited on-board.
Having secured the rights to operate in Florida waters, the cutting edge US Patent Design
underwater hotel is expanding its horizons across the ocean to the Red Sea and specifically the
diver's paradise of the Gulf of Aqaba.
With the potential to attract thousands of tourists to the region, the Planet Ocean team is seeking the
rights to operate in the territorial waters of Egypt, Israel and Jordan offering the world's first
underwater hotel journey to the Gulf of Aqaba's greatest dive sites in comfort with the option to
dive from the integrated moon pool before returning to the sea station and dining among the coral
reefs before retiring to sleep in a private glass roofed cabin watching the turtles, and manta rays
swim overhead.
Descending via the glass elevator into Planet Ocean will be an unforgettable experience for anyone
who visits the 12 room exclusive underwater hotel; with it's top notch laboratory and marine
surveying equipment, that will accommodate the complex marine needs of the greatest universities
and research institutes in the world, bringing Planet Ocean to the Gulf of Aqaba will have major
benefits to both the local tourism and science industries providing many jobs both on-board and in
support roles whether operating in a fixed location or in it's mobile configuration.
There is nothing like Planet Ocean in the world's seas and with construction set to begin imminently
the only uncertainty that remains is where the maiden voyage and first port of call will be and where
would be better than the marine paradise of the Red Sea Sinai and the Gulf of Aqaba?

